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Im Not Just A Scribble
Traditional Chinese Edition of Pig the Tourist
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"Scribble, the book's main character, never thought
he was different until he met his first drawing. Then,
after being left out because he didn't look like
everyone else, Scribble teaches the drawings how to
accept each other for who they are. Which enables
them to create amazing art together!"-Line and Scribble is a picture book that celebrates
imagination and friendship through simple shapes.
Line and Scribble do things differently. Line goes
straight while Scribble wanders. Line walks a
tightrope as Scribble bursts into fireworks. Line likes
to draw with a ruler, and Scribble, well . . . doesn't.
But no matter how different they may seem, Line and
Scribble always have enough in common to be best
friends. • A friendship story that embraces
differences instead of competing • Emphasizes how
imagination, creativity, and art can change how we
see the world—and each other • Promotes visual
literacy, recognition, and learning to make
connections From constellations to roller coasters
and breadsticks to bubbles, Line and Scribble shows
how the two can come together to create beautiful,
moving, and delightfully unexpected results. This
sweet book brims with opportunities for young
readers to engage with the building blocks of familiar
shapes (lines, circles, squiggles), as well as spotting
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opposites and differences. • Harold and the Purple
Crayon meets Press Here in this highly visual,
effortlessly imaginative friendship story. • Resonates
year-round as a go-to new gift for birthdays and
holidays • Perfect for children ages 3 to 5 years old •
Makes a great pick for parents and grandparents, as
well as librarians and teachers. • You'll love this
book if you love books like Mouse Paint by Ellen
Stoll Walsh, I'm NOT just a Scribble . . . by Diane
Alber, and Eraser by Anna Kang.
In this funny and lighthearted picture book, a fussy
eraser tries to keep the pages clean by erasing the
scribbles of a mischievous pencil. But before long,
the eraser discovers what can happen when two
opposing forces come together to have fun. Full
color.
Your reliable best universal notebook in large size.
Inside there is plenty of space for writing notes and
new ideas. You can take him on a trip or just go to
school. A large notebook with which you will be a
better version of yourself every day. Specifications:
Cover Finish: Matte Dimensions: 8.5x" x 11" Interior:
Dot Grid notebook Good quality white paper Pages:
100
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Reimagines the cycles of the moon as a mother
bakes a Big Moon Cookie and, despite Mama's
request to wait, Little Star begins nibbling at it every
night.
Traditional Chinese edition of The Good Egg
Presents: The Great Eggscape!
Children's Fiction
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Simplified Chinese edition of The Crayons'
Christmas
WHAT does it mean to be extraordinary? We all
have special ways of being, thinking, feeling and
doing that help to make you, YOU! Emi loves her
special connection to the earth, but learns to hide
her skills after being teased at school. Can she learn
how to learn to let it go? Will she learn how to
celebrate her own unique talents before it's too late
for her garden? Earthbred: This Light Of Mine will
resonate with and inspire your children to celebrate
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themselves and their family history. The honesty of
Emi's struggle and fear to be herself will stay with
you. This is not a facetious tale of triumph in one
morning, but instead a grounded, hopeful story of a
slow transition from fear to self-love. And ultimately,
of being proud of who you are. Earthbred's beautiful
tale of finding inner confidence and celebrating who
you are gently drives the message home through
Emi's story. It's all brought to life with beautiful
vibrant artwork, celebrating diversity on every page.
Designed for children aged 6-8, Earthbred is a
prayer for family strength, offering empowerment for
girls and boys alike, and as a result becoming one of
the best finding inner peace books on Amazon. It
joins other classics I'm Not Just a Scribble by Diane
Alber and Only You Can Be You by Sally Clarkson.
C.S. Drummond is the founder of Own My Canvas
and brings the ethos of her self-empowerment studio
to her debut book as it joyfully celebrates the same
messages as the iconic Sulwe by Lupita Nyong'o
and The Day You Begin by Jacqueline Woodson.
Help your children own their canvas today with
Earthbred: This Light of Mine!
Simplified Chinese edition of Go Away, Big Green
Monster!
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Unicorns can run on rainbows, so why can't they
scribble?This story is about a little girl who keeps
hearing, "Never let a unicorn scribble!" But in her
heart believes that people just don't understand how
beautiful scribbling can be. She keeps trying to teach
her unicorn to scribble but soon realizes this is more
difficult then she anticipated. But instead of giving
up, she uses her imagination to come up with a
creative way to get her unicorn to scribble, at first it
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looks like it was complete disaster but ends up being
truly magical!If you and your child liked I'm Not just a
Scribble..., Splatter, Snippets, or Spots - it's time to
start making sparkling scribbles with Never Let A
Unicorn Scribble!
The Cat and the Squirrel come to blows with the
Duck in arguing about who will perform what duty in
preparing their pumpkin soup, and they almost lose
the Duck's friendship when he decides to leave
them.
Published to commemorate the influential band's
twentieth anniversary, an illustrated portrait covers
their achievements while sharing reproductions of
rare archival memorabilia, personal photos, and tour
notes.
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Imaginative and loving children's land of selfconsciousness and self-confidence Picture Book 365
classic picture book selection with rich color contrast,
simple, and interesting story that is rich in meaning! Mr.
Mei Doudou lives in a street with exactly the same
houses. Everyone likes this tidy street. One day, a
seagull with a bucket of bright orange paint in its mouth
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flew over. The paint fell on the roof of Mr. Mei Doudou,
leaving a big orange spot. Originally, the neighbors
thought that Mr. Mei Doudou would repaint the roof to
restore the house to its original appearance.
Trying to make sense of the horrors of World War II,
Death relates the story of Liesel--a young German girl
whose book-stealing and story-telling talents help sustain
her family and the Jewish man they are hiding, as well as
their neighbors.
?????????????????????????,???????????,????????????
?????.
Simplified Chinese edition of How I Became a Pirate,
one of Melinda Long's pirate series. "Pirates Don't
Change Diapers" is the winner of Children's Illustrated
Honor Book of the 2008 Book Sense Book of the Year
Awards. In Simplified Chinese. Distributed by Tsai Fong
Books, Inc.
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Traditional Chinese Edition of The Suitcase
sit back: valentine books have fun, you will love this beautiful
coloring book, it's simply gorgeous, creative images a
relaxing good time, inside you will find beautiful imageskids
valentine books, each coloring page is located on the right
side of the coloring book valentine books for children; The left
side is black, If you and your child liked I'm Not just a
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Scribble..., Splatter, Snippets, or Spots - it's time to start
making sparkling scribbles with Never Let A Unicorn
This story is about a little girl who keeps hearing, "Never let a
easter scribble!" But in her heart believes that people just
don't understand how beautiful scribbling can be. She keeps
trying to teach her easter to scribble but soon realizes this is
more difficult then she anticipated. But instead of giving up,
she uses her imagination to come up with a creative way to
get her easter to scribble, at first it looks like it was complete
disaster but ends up being truly magical!If you and your child
liked I'm Not just a Scribble, it's time to start making sparkling
scribbles with Never Let A Easter Scribble!
When a student is found drowned in the campus pond of a
prestigious New England boarding school, Thea Kozak is
called in for crisis management. Cooperation abounds until
Thea discovers that the young victim was pregnant and the
death may not have been an accident. Then administration
and students turn tight-lipped. When Thea digs deeper, she
unearths a host of nasty secrets beneath the school’s
genteel facade. Now everyone wants her gone, everyone
except the killer who has a very different fate in mind for Thea
Kozak. REVIEWS: "If a sleep-losing page turner is your thing,
keep an eye on Thea." Richard Barre, award-winning author
of the Wil Hardesty Series THE THEA KOZAK MYSTERY
SERIES, in order Chosen for Death Death in a Funhouse
Mirror Death at the Wheel An Educated Death Death in
Paradise Liberty or Death Stalking Death Death Warmed
Over
A little girl comes to live in his uncle's lonely house and
discovers a boy, her handicapped cousin and a mystery of a
locked garden.
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